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Abstract
We propose a type IIB super-Poincare´ algebra with SO(2,1) covariant central
extension. Together with SO(2,1) and SO(9,1) generators, a SO(2,1) triplet (mo-
menta), a Majorana-spinor doublet (supercharges) and a Rarita-Schwinger central
charge generate a group, G. We consider a coset G/H where H=(SO(2)×Lorentz),
and the SL(2,R) 2-form doublet is obtained by the coset construction. It is shown
that U(1) connections, whose strengths are associated with 2-forms, are recognized
as coordinates of the enlarged space. We suggest that this is the fundamental alge-
bra governing the superstring theories which explains the IIB SL(2,R) duality and
geometrical origin of U(1) fields.
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1 Introduction
Origin of the SL(2,Z) duality of type IIB supergravity theory [1, 2] is still an unsolved
problem. Possible geometrical origins of the IIB SL(2,Z) duality in D-brane theories are
examined in higher dimensional theories, such as 12-dimensional theory (F theory [3])
and 13 or 14-dimensional theories [4]. On the other hand, it is known that a hidden
dimension (11-th direction) appears as worldvolume U(1) fields on a D2-brane [5, 6]. It
is also expected that two hidden dimensions (11- and 12-th directions) are described as
two transverse components of worldvolume U(1) gauge fields on a D3-brane [7]. Towards
the higher dimensional theories the worldvolume U(1) fields will play important roles in
exploration of the geometrical origin of the IIB SL(2,Z) duality.
In order to find better understanding on this point, the superalgebra and the Hamilto-
nian analyses are proper tools. The superalgebras (SUSY algebras) for Dp-branes contain
central charges representing their NS/NS and R/R gauge couplings [8, 9]. SUSY central
charges, in general, arise from the Wess-Zumino terms or topological terms [10]. The
Wess-Zumino terms or topological terms in the Dp-brane theories come from NS/NS and
R/R gauge couplings [11] where the NS/NS and R/R gauge fields appear as represen-
tations of the type IIB SL(2,R) symmetry (SL(2,Z) at the quantum level). Concrete
expressions of SUSY central charges for Dp-branes are given as the p-form brane charges
[10] and others depending on the worldvolume U(1) field [12, 13, 14, 15]. For a D1-brane
the worldvolume electric field corresponds to the NS/NS charge and the D1-brane charge
corresponds to the R/R charge [12]. For a D3 brane, the electric field and the magnetic
field appear in the NS/NS and the R/R central charges respectively in its superalgebra,
and in the Hamiltonian its BPS mass is obtained as the electro-magnetic energy [14, 16].
The analyses of the superalgebra in the Hamiltonian formalism explain the BPS mass
property of Dp-branes as a consequence of worldvolume U(1) excitations [12, 14, 16]. It
is appropriate to examine the IIB D-brane superalgebra to explore the geometrical origin
of the worldvolume U(1) gauge fields and the IIB SL(2,Z) duality.
Siegel have constructed the Wess-Zumino term of N=1 fundamental string [17] using
a central extension of super-Poincare´ algebra proposed by Green [18]. The Wess-Zumino
term is given in a bi-linear combination of invariant forms and the Lagrangian density
is invariant under super transformations by itself. Recently Sakaguchi [19] discussed
central extension of superalgebras inspired by works in [20] for p-branes. These extended
superalgebras contain new bosonic generators corresponding to brane charges and new
fermionic generators in addition to original super-Poincare´ generators. Using with the
algebras and the coset construction, he discussed the IIA, IIB and (p,q) string actions.
It is important to notice that the type IIB D-brane superalgebra naturally fits with
the SL(2,R) covariantization [4]. The total momentum together with two vector central
charges associated with two second rank anti-symmetric fields Bµν form a SL(2,R) triplet.
In this paper we propose an extension of the super-Poincare´ algebra manifestly covariant
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under SO(2,1) ∼= SL(2,R) :
{QAα, QBβ} = 2i Pjm (CΓ
m)αβ (c̺
j)AB, (1.1)
[Pim, QAα] = i ZiAβ(Γm)
β
α, (1.2)
[Pim, Pjn] = 0. (1.3)
Here QA is the SO(2,1) doublet “supercharges”, Pj is the SO(2,1) triplet “momenta”
operators and ZiA is the SO(2,1) spin 3/2 fermionic central charges. It will be discussed
the identification of the SO(2,1) with the SL(2,R) symmetry of the type IIB supergravity
theory. We suggest that this is the basic symmetry algebra of the superstring and the
super D-brane theories.1
The organization of this paper is the following: In section 2, we propose the SO(2,1)
covariant IIB SUSY algebra and examine a condition from the Jacobi identity. In section
3, the coset construction is applied to find invariant forms. In section 4, the type IIB
SL(2,R) representations are given in terms of SO(2,1)/SO(2) coset representations. It is
also shown the identification of the SO(2,1) with the type IIB SL(2,R). In section 5, the
SO(2,1) invariant D-string action is considered in terms of the invariant forms. Especially
we show how the U(1) fields are described in terms of coordinates in the enlarged space.
Some discussions are given in the last section.
2 SO(2,1) covariant central extension of Superalge-
bra
SO(2,1), which is isomorphic to SL(2,R) and SU(1,1), is the Lorentz group in 2+1
dimensions. The generators Nij , (i, j = 0ˆ, 1ˆ, 2ˆ) are satisfying the Lorentz algebra
[Nij , Nkℓ] = i (ηℓi Njk − ηℓj Nik − ηki Njℓ + ηkj Niℓ), (2.1)
where ηij = diag(−1, 1, 1). The IIB supersymmetry generators QA (A = 1, 2) are 10D
Majorana-Weyl spinors with the same chirality. We assign them as a SO(2,1) Majorana
spin 1/2 doublet,2
[QA, Njk] = −
i
2
QB(̺jk)
B
A, ̺jk ≡
1
2
̺[j̺k]. (2.3)
where (i/2)̺jk is the spinor representation of Njk. As a consequence three 10D vector
charges Pi appearing in the superalgebra (1.1), form a SO(2,1) vector triplet,
[Pi, Njk] = i (ηijPk − ηikPj). (2.4)
1It could appear higher rank tensor charge in (1.1) [4].
2 The gamma matrices in 2+1 dimensions are satisfying
{
̺i, ̺j
}
= 2ηij . In the Majorana representa-
tion
̺0ˆ = −iτ2 , ̺
1ˆ = τ1 , ̺
2ˆ = −τ3 and c̺
0ˆ = 1 , c̺1ˆ = τ3 , c̺
2ˆ = τ1, (2.2)
where the charge conjugation matrix is c = iτ2 , (̺
i)t = −c ̺i c−1.
2
The fermionic central charges 3 ZiAα appearing in the P,Q commutator (1.2) transform
as spinor-vector under SO(2,1),
[ZiAα, Njk] = i ηi[jZk]Aα −
i
2
ZiBα(̺jk)
B
A . (2.5)
10D Lorentz transformation generators are Mmn, and Pi’s transform as vectors and QA’s
and ZiA’s as Majorana-Weyl spinors.
Jacobi identities are satisfied trivially except one of three Q’s,∑
cyclic [{QAα, QBβ}, QC,γ] = 0. It requires, using the 10 dimensional cyclic identity,
ZjBα(̺
j)BA = 0 (2.6)
which tells ZjB is SO(2,1) irreducible spin 3/2 generator. With this irreducibility condition
(QAα, Pim,Mmn, ZiAα, Nij) form a closed algebra G.
The algebra G is a SO(2,1) covariant generalization of ones recently proposed by
Sakaguchi [19]. Actually if one of fermionic generators Zi is eliminated explicitly by using
(2.6) it reproduces algebras in ref.[19].
3 Coset construction
In this section we construct invariant forms using the nonlinear realization of the group
G of the algebra G introduced in the last section.
The coset we are going to use is G/H . The numerator is the SO(2,1) covariant IIB
super-Poincare´ group with the central extension introduced in previous sections. The
subgroup H is product of the homogeneous Lorentz group and SO(2) which is a subgroup
of SO(2,1). We parameterize the coset in the following form
g = gN gZ(ξ) gP (y) gQ(θ), (3.1)


gZ = e
−iZiAαξ
iAα
= e−iZξ
gP = e
iPim y
im
= eiPy
gQ = e
−iQAαθ
Aα
= e−iQθ
(3.2)
The SO(2,1)/SO(2) part gN is usually parameterized by two scalars, dilaton and axion.
Due to the irreducibility condition of ZiA (2.6) the coordinates ξ
iA are not independent
and g is invariant under
δξjAα = (̺j)ABΛ
Bα. (3.3)
3We call ZiAβ ’s “central charges” in the sense that they (anti-)commute with P,Q and Z,
i.e. {Z,Z} = {Z,Q} = [Z, P ] = 0.
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The transformation of the coset element g under the group G is
g → Λ g h−1, Λ ∈ G, h ∈ H, (3.4)
where h is (induced local) subgroup transformation parameterized as
h = e
i
2
Mmnω
mn
eiN1ˆ2ˆψ. (3.5)
It determines the transformation of the coset coordinates. Under SO(2,1) transformations
y0ˆm is a scalar, yim, (i = 1ˆ, 2ˆ) is SO(2) vector doublet 4, θAα and ξ 0ˆAα (A = 1, 2) are SO(2)
spinor doublets, ξiAα is SO(2) vector-spinor. It is noted that they are not transformed as
SO(2,1) multiplets but of SO(2) due to the parameterization (3.1).
Left invariant one form is constructed as
Ω ≡ −ig−1dg =
1
2
NijL
ij
N + QLQ + PLP + ZLZ . (3.6)
Under the transformation of G the M-C form transforms as
Ω → h Ω h−1 − ihdh−1, h ∈ H. (3.7)
L1ˆ2ˆN transforms as the SO(2) gauge connection while other one forms L’s transform ho-
mogeneously as SO(2) covariant quantities. That is L0ˆmP is a SO(2) scalar, L
im
P , (i = 1ˆ, 2ˆ)
is SO(2) vector doublet, LAαQ and L
0ˆAα
Z , (A = 1, 2) are SO(2) spinor doublets and L
iAα
Z is
SO(2) vector-spinor. The one form coefficients are
LAαQ = Dθ
Aα,
LimP = Dy
im + θ¯Γm(c̺i)Dθ,
LiAαZ = Dξ
iAα + (Γmθ)Aα{ Dyim +
1
3
(θΓm (c̺
i) Dθ)}. (3.8)
where D is the SO(2) covariant derivative in which −igNdg
−1
N plays a role of the gauge
connection. The M-C equations, dΩ + iΩ2 = 0 , holds as
DLQ = 0, (3.9)
DLiP − (LQΓ(c̺
i)LQ) = 0, (3.10)
Zi( DL
i
Z − ΓLQ L
i
P ) = 0. (3.11)
In the last one Z is kept multiplying since Z’s are not independent, (2.6), and there is an
ambiguity in defining LZ ’s.
Next we use the M-C one forms (3.8) to obtain bosonic two forms which satisfy two
requirements: One is that the new coordinates yi and ξiA appear only in exact forms [17].
The other is the invariance under (3.3). From now on we assume constant dilaton and
4In the adjoint representation h represents a rotation of three vectors around the 0ˆ th axis.
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axion and the SO(2) covariant derivatives are replaced by the ordinary derivatives. There
exists only three such two forms. One of them is an exact form
F12 ≡
1
2
[ L1ˆP L
2ˆ
P − LQ{c̺
1ˆ(L2ˆZ − ̺
0ˆ̺2ˆL0ˆZ) − c̺
2ˆ(L1ˆZ − ̺
0ˆ̺1ˆL0ˆZ)}]. (3.12)
Other two are F i, (i = 1ˆ, 2ˆ) defined as
F i ≡
1
2
[ L0ˆP L
i
P − LQ(c̺
0ˆL
i
Z + c̺
i L0ˆZ)]
=
1
2
[ dx dyi − dθ d(c̺0ˆξi + c̺iξ 0ˆ)] − (θΓ c̺i dθ)(dx+
1
2
θΓdθ)
= dAi − Bi, (3.13)
where
Bi ≡ (θΓc̺idθ)(dx+
1
2
θΓdθ), (3.14)
and
F i ≡ dAi = d[−
1
2
{ yi dx − (ξ
i
c̺0ˆ + ξ
0ˆ
c̺i)dθ}]. (3.15)
Bi (i = 1ˆ, 2ˆ) are pullbacks of the NS-NS and R-R two forms of the flat background [6].
Ai(i = 1, 2) are corresponding to the DBI world volume U(1) potential and its counterpart
in the R-R sector. In this way the world volume U(1) potentials acquire an interpretation
in terms of coordinates in the extended superspace [19]. F i, Ai and Bi transform as SO(2)
vector doublets under G.
4 IIB SL(2,R) multiplet
Next we use the M-C one forms (3.8) to describe the type IIB multiplet and examine
their relation to the NS-NS and R-R two forms following SL(2,R) ∼= SO(2,1) transforma-
tion rules.
The SL(2,R) representations of the type IIB supergravity multiplet are the followings:
the metric and the antisymmetric rank four tensor fields are singlet and the dilaton φ and
axion χ are coordinates in the nonlinear realization transforming as
µ = eφ
(
χ2 + e−2φ χ
χ 1
)
, µ→ ΛµΛt , Λ ∈ SL(2,R) . (4.1)
Two kinds of second rank antisymmetric tensor fields B = (BNS, BR) are SL(2,R) doublet
B → (Λt)−1B . (4.2)
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Since y0ˆm is a 10D vector coordinate invariant under SO(2,1), we identify y0ˆm to the
position coordinate of branes xm and the SO(2,1) and SUSY invariant one forms are
L0ˆmP = dy
0ˆm + θΓmc̺0ˆdθ = dxm + θΓmdθ ≡ Πm. (4.3)
The induced metric of the branes is
Gµν = ηmn(Πµ)
m(Πν)
n, Πm = dσµ(Πµ)
m (4.4)
and is the SO(2,1) invariant Einstein metric. The Πm and
LAαQ = dθ
Aα (4.5)
are SUSY invariant one forms in the usual space. The latter transforms as a SO(2) spinor
doublet under the SO(2,1).
In order to find the relation between the SO(2,1) considered above and the type IIB
SL(2,R), we examine the transformation rules by using concrete expression of the coset
SO(2,1)/SO(2). It is convenient to use the SL(2,R) algebra Ln
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m , (n,m = −1, 0, 1) . (4.6)
rather than the SO(2,1) algebra Nij. They are relating by
L+1 = −i(N0ˆ2ˆ +N1ˆ2ˆ) , L−1 = i(N0ˆ2ˆ −N1ˆ2ˆ) , L0 = iN0ˆ1ˆ . (4.7)
We parameterize the coset element gN ∈ SO(2,1)/SO(2) also by introducing redundant
SO(2) gauge degrees of freedom ϕ [1] as
gN = e
L+1χeL0φeiN1ˆ2ˆϕ (4.8)
and it transforms under SL(2,R) ∼= SO(2,1) as
gN → Λ gN h
−1, Λ ∈ SL(2, R), h ∈ SO(2). (4.9)
The SO(2) transformation h is determined up to that of ϕ. The 2×2 matrix representation
of gN is written as
5
gN |2×2 = K = V Rϕ ,


V =
(
1 χ
0 1
) (
e−
φ
2 0
0 e
φ
2
)
=
(
e−
φ
2 e
φ
2χ
0 e
φ
2
)
Rϕ =
(
cos ϕ
2
− sin ϕ
2
sin ϕ
2
cos ϕ
2
) . (4.11)
5 In the matrix representation
L+1 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, L
−1 =
(
0 0
−1 0
)
, L0 = −
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (4.10)
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These coset coordinates φ and χ are identified with the ones of the IIB supergravity;
dilaton and axion, since the bi-linear SO(2) invariant combination of K (4.11) gives µ in
(4.1)
KKt = V V t = µ (4.12)
and it transforms in the same manner as (4.1).
This 2×2 matrix representation K of the SO(2,1)/SO(2) makes SO(2) spinor doublets
to be SO(2,1) doublets, e.g. θ˜A = KABθ
B transforms as θ˜ → Λθ˜. In order to define SL(2,R)
doublet two forms BA from SO(2) vector doublet Bj in (3.15) it is necessary to convert
the vector index of Bj to the spinor index. It is possible if there exists an SO(2) spinor
Ψ = (sin ϕ˜/2, cos ϕ˜/2). We define
K(v)
A
j ≡ K
A
B(̺j)
B
CΨ
C = (V (φ, χ)RϕRϕ˜)
A
j. (4.13)
Then the SO(2) vector doublet of two forms (3.15) can be lifted to SO(2,1) doublet
BA = (K(v))A jB
j. (4.14)
We can take the SO(2) gauge degrees of freedom ϕ satisfying ϕ + ϕ˜ = 0, so that the
SO(2,1)/SO(2) coset element K(v) takes a conventional form V (φ, χ) expressed in terms
of a dilaton and an axion,
BA = V (φ, χ)AjB
j , V =
(
e−
φ
2 e
φ
2χ
0 e
φ
2
)
. (4.15)
5 IIB Dp-branes
In this section we consider SL(2,R) invariant Dp-branes. The action have been dis-
cussed in SL(2,R) covariant forms in [21]. H invariant Lagrangians which are constructed
from LQ in (4.5), L
0ˆ
P in (4.3) and F
j in (3.13) have the SO(2,1) symmetry. As the H
invariant Lagrangian we take the Lagrangian similar form as that in [21]. For a D1 case,
L =
1
2e
(
detGµν + F
jFj
)
(5.1)
with F i given (3.13). The difference is that the U(1) potentials Ai are not fundamental
worldvolume fields but given in terms of new superspace coordinates in (5.1). In [19] the
same form of the Lagrangian is examined 6 and is shown to have the kappa invariance.
Here we clarify the canonical structure and show how the U(1) degrees of freedoms are
incorporated in terms of new superspace coordinates.
6 The SL(2,R) covariant algebra considered in the ref.[19] is not (graded) Lie algebra since the structure
constants depend on the dilaton and axion explicitly.
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In order to discuss it the explicit form of the Lagrangian is not necessary we only
assume the Lagrangian is described as a H invariant function of form7
L = L(Gµν ,F
i). (5.2)
The new variables yi and ξi enter in the Lagrangian only through F i in F i
F iµν = ∂[µA
i
ν] = ∂[µ[−
1
2
{yi∂ν]x+ (ξ
i
c̺0ˆ + ξ
0ˆ
c̺i)∂ν]θ}]. (5.3)
The variation of the action with respect to yi, ξ 0ˆ and ξi gives the equations of motion,
∂µ(
∂L
∂F
i
µν
) ∂νx
m = ∂µ(
∂L
∂F
i
µν
)c̺i ∂νθ = ∂µ(
∂L
∂F
i
µν
)c̺0ˆ ∂νθ = 0. (5.4)
If the induced metric is not singular the independent equations are
∂µ(
∂L
∂F
i
µν
) = 0. (5.5)
It is the Maxwell equation, which would be obtained when Ai were independent world
volume fields. It shows that yi, ξ0 and ξi are not dynamically independent but have same
dynamical modes of U(1) potentials Ai. The U(1) gauge transformation of Ai is induced
by that of the new variables, for example,
δyim = −2∂µλ
iGµνΠmν , δξ
i = 2∂µλ
iGµν/Πνθ, → δA
i
µ = ∂µλ
i (5.6)
where λi are U(1) gauge parameters.
In the canonical formalism the canonical variables are xm, θ, yi = (y1ˆ, y2ˆ), ξj =
(ξ 0ˆ, ξ 1ˆ, ξ 2ˆ) and their canonical conjugates pm, ζ, p
y
i = (p
y
1ˆ
, py
2ˆ
), πξj = (π
ξ
0ˆ
, πξ
1ˆ
, πξ
2ˆ
) respec-
tively. Defining equations of canonical conjugate momenta for new variables are
pyj =
∂L
∂y˙j
= −
1
2
(Ej)
a∂ax, (5.7)
πξ
0ˆ
=
∂rL
∂ξ˙ 0ˆ
= −
1
2
(Ej)
a∂aθ¯c̺
j , (5.8)
πξj =
∂rL
∂ξ˙j
= −
1
2
(Ej)
a∂aθ¯, (5.9)
where
(Ei)
a ≡
∂L
∂F
i
0a
(x˙, θ˙, y˙, ξ˙), (a = 1, ..., p). (5.10)
If we define the inverse of the spatial metric Gab and the following operator
GabG
bc = δca , Υmn ≡ (Πa)mG
ab(Πb)n , (5.11)
7Lagrangians may depend on the higher rank tensors also in case of p > 1.
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then Υ is the projection operator to spatial tangential direction of a p-brane; ΥnmΥ
l
n =
Υ lm , (Πa)
mΥ nm = (Πa)
n , rank(Υ nm ) = p.
Combining (5.7) and (5.9) Ea is solved in terms of the canonical variables as
(Ej)
a = −2
(
pyjm + π
ξ
jΓmθ
)
(Πb)
mGba . (5.12)
Inserting (5.12) back to (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) we get first class constraints

φyj =
(
(pyj )
m + πξjΓ
mθ
)
(ηmn −Υmn) = 0,
φξ
0ˆ
= πξ
0ˆ
− (pyj + π
ξ
jΓθ) · ΠbG
ba∂aθ¯(c̺
j) = 0,
φξj = π
ξ
j − (p
y
j + π
ξ
jΓθ) · ΠbG
ba∂aθ¯ = 0.
(5.13)
The first constraint restricts that the dynamical degrees of freedom of pyj is lying on the
p-brane. The latter two tells that ξi’s are gauge degrees of freedom. The second one is
written using the third one as
φξj̺
j = πξj̺
j = 0. (5.14)
This is a canonical realization of the irreducibility condition of ZiA in (2.6), i.e. (5.14) is
the generator of the gauge transformation (3.3). It guarantees the (on-shell) closure of
the SO(2,1) covariant super-Poincare´ algebra G.
It is possible to find a canonical transformation in which (Eaj , A
j
a) are new (tilde)
canonical pairs. The generating function is
W(q, p˜) =
∫
( p˜x + ζ˜θ + p˜ymj (ηmn −Υmn)y
jn + π˜ξj ξ
j
+ Eai [−
1
2
{yi∂ax+ (ξ
i
c̺0ˆ + ξ
0ˆ
c̺i)∂aθ}] ) , (5.15)
where tilde coordinates are (x˜, θ˜, y˜j, Aia, ξ˜
j) and the conjugate momenta are (p˜, ζ˜, p˜yj , E
a
i , π˜
ξ
j ).
(y˜jm, p˜yjm) are (10−p)×2 independent canonical pairs. Using tilde variables the constraints
(5.13) take simple forms
p˜yjm = π˜
ξ
j = 0. (5.16)
The Gauss law constraints are obtained as the secondary constraints as
∂aE
a
j = 0. (5.17)
In the case of p = 1 the D1-brane Lagrangian (5.1) gives following constraints in
addition to (5.13) in terms of the original variables (yj, θ, ξj) and (pyj , ζ, π
ξ
j );
H =
1
2
[ (pˆy
0ˆ
)2 + 4(pyj )
2] + ( ζ ̺0 ˆ̺ θ′ + πξ
0ˆ
̺0 ˆ̺ ξ 0ˆ
′
+ πξj ̺
0 ˆ̺ ξj
′
) = 0, (5.18)
T1 = pˆ
y
0ˆ
x′ + ( ζ θ′ + πξ
0ˆ
ξ 0ˆ
′
+ πξj ξ
j′ ) = 0, (5.19)
F = ζ − pyi · x
′ 1
(x′)2
(ξ¯i
′
c̺0 + ξ¯ 0ˆ
′
c̺i) + θΓ · (pˆy
0ˆ
+
1
2
(θΓc ˆ̺θ′))c̺0
− (x′ −
1
2
θΓc̺0θ′) · θΓc ˆ̺ = 0, (5.20)
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with
pˆy
0ˆ
= py
0ˆ
+ (pyj · x
′ 1
(x′)2
yj)′ , ˆ̺ = −2pyj · x
′ 1
(x′)2
̺j . (5.21)
For a D-brane its static property (x′)2 6= 0 is assumed. Performing the canonical trans-
formation (5.15), above constraints (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24) are rewritten in terms tilde
coordinates in addition to (5.16) and (5.17),
H =
1
2
[ p˜2 + (E1j )
2 (x˜′)2] + ζ˜ ̺0̺E θ˜
′ = 0, (5.22)
T1 = p˜ x˜
′ + ζ˜ θ˜′ = 0, (5.23)
F = ζ˜ + θ˜Γ · (p˜ +
1
2
(θ˜Γc̺E θ˜
′))c̺0
− (x˜′ −
1
2
θ˜Γc̺0θ˜′) · θ˜Γc̺E = 0, (5.24)
where
̺E ≡ E
1
j ̺
j . (5.25)
In the tilde canonical coordinates the extra variables y˜j and ξ˜j and their conjugate mo-
menta are decoupled and the set of constraints (5.22)-(5.24) have the same forms as ones
of (5.1) in which the U(1) potentials are regarded as independent fields. Comparing with
(5.18) and (5.22), it can be seen that U(1) momenta contribute to H in a same form as
the brane momentum. From the construction there exists the SO(2,1) symmetry which
mixes brane coordinates and U(1) modes, i.e. they are coordinates of the enlargespace.
Therefore the SO(2,1) covariant superalgebra with central extension explain geometrical
origin not only of IIB SL(2,R) symmetry but also of world volume U(1) modes.
6 Discussions
In this paper we have proposed a SO(2,1)∼=SL(2,R) covariant IIB superalgebra with
central extension G. It contains SO(2,1) triplet momenta, doublet SUSY charges and spin
3/2 central charges. In order to describe Dp-brane systems the coset, G/( SO(2)×Lorentz
), is considered. Our parametrization of the coset naturally leads to the brane coordinates;
a singlet position xm and SO(2) doublet fermionic coordinates θAα. The dilaton and axion
also appear as the coordinates of the coset. The SUSY invariant two form doublet is
constructed and the U(1) potentials acquire an interpretation in terms of coordinates in
the enlarged space.
The SO(2,1)/SO(2) coset element gN naturally produce SO(2,1) covariant coordinates;
SO(2,1) doublet from SO(2) doublet and SO(2,1) triplet from SO(2) triplet. However in
order to obtain the IIB SL(2,R) supergravity doublet (BNS, BR) from the SO(2) vector
doublet the SO(2,1)/SO(2) coset element K is not sufficient. In order to solve this puzzle
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we have introduced one more auxiliary field ϕ˜ in addition to the SO(2) gauge parameter
ϕ. It gives an alternative representation of the coset SO(2,1)/SO(2). We showed that in
a gauge ϕ˜+ϕ = 0 the SO(2,1)/SO(2) coset element coincides with that of SL(2,R)/SO(2)
expressed in terms of the dilaton and the axion. In a similar context, Bars looked for the
origin of auxiliary degrees of freedom in the extra space; 14 dimensions [4].
We performed a central extension of IIB superalgebras not only in a SO(2,1) covariant
manner but it fits with the Siegel’s mechanism [17, 18]. An advantage of the central
extension is that new bosonic coordinates yj and new fermionic coordinates ξj appear
in supersymmetric combinations to form the simple Wess-Zumino terms. Dynamical
modes of the new coordinates are restricted only on a brane as (5.13) and they play a
role of worldvolume U(1) gauge potentials. Therefore the worldvolume U(1) fields can be
recognized as the coordinates of the enlarged superspace. It suggests that the 2 dynamical
modes of the worldvolume U(1) field of D3-brane can be recognized as coordinates in the
10+2 dimensions [7]. The SO(2,1) covariant superalgebra may give us new insight of the
geometrical origin of the IIB SL(2,R) duality from higher dimensional view point.
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